
CHAPTER 3 
 
Form 
 
Form is the structure of a piece of music. In some musical traditions, form follows 
function and is often the result of various musical and extramusical practices. 
Other repertoires require highly-structured and controlled forms. In this chapter we 
will develop a toolkit for understanding form at a basic level. 
 
Structural Events 
 
One tool for considering form is the idea that a piece of music has certain 
parameters. When one or more of these parameters is altered in some way, our 
attention is drawn to that point. These structural events or phenomena can then be 
identified and studied to provide insight into the overall structure of the piece. 
What are some of these parameters? 
 
We might consider the relative softness or loudness (dynamics) of a piece. If a 
composer or performer shifts the volume level, that grabs our attention musically. 
(Parents everywhere have learned that speaking in a soft voice will often get a 
child’s attention much more quickly than yelling.) The same could be true of the 
speed (tempo) of the music. A sudden acceleration or deceleration will stand out. 
Timbre (which we discussed in chapter 2) may also be an attention-getting device, 
as in the example below. 

 
“One Night in Bangkok” (from Chess) by Benny Andersson, Tim Rice, and 
Björn Ulvaeus, as performed by Murray Head (1983) – 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rgc_LRjlbTU 

 
At roughly the 40-second mark, the timbre switches from orchestral 
(woodwinds/brass/strings) to pop/rock (electric guitars and bass, drums, pop 
vocals, synthesizers). This signifies a formal shift from an introduction to the verse 
of the song. 
 
Other possible parameters include key, meter, texture, and many others. When you 
hear something change, make a note of what changed and when it happened. This 
is the beginning of formal analysis. 
 



When there is a concatenation (collection of multiple things happening 
simultaneously) of structural events, this almost always signifies an important 
point in the form. Think about that for a few minutes. The more parameters are 
changed at a specific point, the more important that point must be to the overall 
structure of the piece. 
 

It is not just the concatenation of structural events that interests us. We can and 
should also look at what happens to the musical material between structural events. 
You can think of musical material as sortable into five functions: expository, 
repetitional, transitional, developmental, and terminative. Expository material is 
material that is being presented for the first time. Repetitional material is material 
we have heard before with little or no modification (modified vs. exact repetition). 
Transitional material connects two sections. It may be related to expository or 
repetitional material, but it will have some changes which prevent it from being 
classified as one of those. Developmental material will also be related to 
expository, repetitional, or transitional material, but will have substantial 
manipulations (such as breaking up of themes, multiple changes of key center, and 
extensive use of sequences, or repetition of previously-heard material at different 
pitch levels. Terminative material brings closure to a section melodically, 
harmonically, and rhythmically. (If these terms don’t make any sense, don’t worry. 
They will all get explained in great detail over the course of your college music 
education.) 

Analysis 

To study form, then, we look at two overarching things: 

1. What is happening? 
2. When is it happening? 

 
We can start the process with a time-line analysis. Rather than try to think in terms 
of measures and events with the help of a score, a time-line analysis allows us to 
examine a piece aurally. Since music is first and foremost an aural art, this is an 
intuitive and effective means of analysis. 
 
A time-line analysis is simple. Start a clock when you start a piece of music. When 
you hear some kind of change (the piece starts, a shift in timbre, dynamics, etc., 
that sort of thing), mark down what it is and when it happens. 
 



Let’s listen to Bessie Smith performing “St. Louis Blues.” A possible time-line 
analysis follows the link. 
 

“St. Louis Blues” as performed by Bessie Smith (1929) - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Bo3f_9hLkQ  

 
TIME    EVENTS 
0:00    Solo voice (“My man’s got a heart”) 
0:50    Instruments start playing 
1:04 Voice with instrumental and choral accompaniment (12-

bar blues) 
1:41    Voice with modified accompaniment (12-bar blues) 
2:14 Change to minor harmony with new lyrics (“St. Louis 

woman”) 
2:56 Return to major harmony and 12-bar blues form (“St. 

Louis blues”) 
3:34 Instrumental break followed by chorus lead on 12-bar 

blues 
 
 
 
This analysis is not overly complicated, but it does give us quite a bit of 
information about the piece. The opening section is expository, though Smith never 
returns to it. After a brief instrumental introduction, we get another expository 
section with the first appearance of the 12-bar blues. The next section is modified 
repetition of the first 12-bar blues. The minor section (“St. Louis woman…”) can 
be considered transitional, though I would entertain the possibility that it is 
developmental.4 We return to the 12-bar blues with another modified repetition. 
The final blues is terminative. 
 
At future points in your academic career, we will discuss more specific terms like 
binary and ternary and through-composed. Until that point, however think of form 
in terms of events and how they are connected. 
 
 
 
 

 
4 One of the things you will learn is that I rather enjoy it when students make compelling, logical arguments for 
their choices. Even when I disagree, I will honor and respect any analysis that is rigorous and internally coherent. 



EXERCISES 
 

1. List every possible musical parameter that could change in a piece of music 
that you can think of. This may include extra-musical things like lyrics. In an 
accompanying paragraph, discuss which ones you think are most likely to be 
good parameters to investigate when dealing with form, and why. 

2. Create a time-line analysis of a short (under 5 minutes) piece of your 
choosing. Include timings and descriptors. 

3. Create another time-line analysis of a short piece of your choosing, but this 
time include the function of each segment (expository, repetitional, 
transitional, developmental, or terminative). Explain why in a prose 
paragraph or two following your analysis.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


